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Dulce bellum inexpertis [War is delightful to those who have no experience of it] (Erasmus)

EDITOR’S NOTE:
This article was first published in a popular magazine in 1951 by
Navy Ensign Judah Siegel, a Navy public relations officer who
accompanied Houghton’s patrol on the swim across the Han River
at Haenju, Korea. It offers considerable insight into the events of
the night of September 19, 1950.
The complete story of Han River reconnaissance may be found at:
http://www.1streconbnassociation.org/Reflections.htm
in issue #27 of Recon Reflections which was published in
February of 2012. It is always a pleasure to find a first-person
contemporary account of a 1st Recon exploit.
HU

“KIMPO AIRFIELD" KOREA
Dear dad:
I Guess I'd better tell you what's been happening. This job
of mine as combat Radio broadcaster in the U.S. Navy gets me
into some of the darnedest places with my mike and fourteen
pound, tape recorder-trying to get on-the- spot stories from up
front. When I heard that a patrol of twelve Marines and a Navy
'interpreter were headed for a little investigating ahead of our
front lines, I argued 'my way into the party.
The original plan for the patrol was a good one - but it didn't
go according to plan. We were to cross the
river south of Seoul and reconnoiter the far bank. If no enemy
was sighted, we'd call for the reconnaissance company of 130
men to come over in their amtracs (amphibious tractors).
They'd hold the high ground until the major assault was
touched of next morning. The Han was five hundred yards
wide where we were Swimming, and I had plenty of time to
review the events that had led up to my river plunge. We had
left Kimpo Airfield by jeep at twilight September 19th, holding
our rafts in our laps.
About half a mile from the river we pulled up and got off.
Captain Kenneth Houghton, the patrol leader, and . Lt. Horace
G. Underwood, the interpreter, led the way, while the rest of us
carried the two rafts – six to a raft, three on each side. We
pushed on into thick undergrowth. Sugar cane stretched up
over my head most of the time, as thick as a hedge! We fought
our way, foot by foot.
We broke into the clear at the river's edge at around seventhirty and sank down into the cane shadows cast by the bright
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half-moon. The surface of the river was calm and peaceful,
and across the river the flames f rom a burning village cast
'bright reflections on the water. Overhead we heard the whistle
of passing artillery outgoing, and we could hear both crumps:
the bam as the shells were fired, and the bam as they exploded
on the opposite bank.
We undressed and put our clothes in small waterproof
plastic bags which we then put into the rafts underneath our
weapons. Houghton whispered instructions about swimming
without making any noise, and we picked up the rafts and at a
signal from him lilted them up and raced hunched over for the
water. We eased the rafts down into the river, slid them out and
waded after them. It was about eight o'clock when we went
'into the river. A rugged three knot current started carrying us
sideways, and we skidded past the burning village and began
to approach the shore' about fifty to one hundred yards
Down-stream from it. Sometime during the swim the artillery
barrage lifted, but I had turned on the recorder in the raft for a
while, while the shells were whistling over, and caught some
of the noise. I had the mike hanging over the side, and I got
some whispered conversations too - mostly unprintable.
After about three-quarters of an hour swimming and when
we were twenty yards offshore, I noticed two people walking
along the river bank. I whispered to Houghton: "Look! there
are two people over there." He "cut me short with: "I see
them."
In that bright moonlight I couldn't understand why we
weren't seen, and it was then that I was first afraid. After a
few seconds Houghton told Sgt Ernest J. DeFazio and one of
the other fellows, "Go get 'em!” and they grabbed their
weapons from the top of the raft and sprinted through the
shallow water up onto the beach and forced the two Koreans to
the ground at gun-point. Not a sound was made
We pulled our rafts up onto the beach - which was about ten
yards wide and ran abruptly into a six-foot high bank.
Underwood went over to question the men and the rest of us
began to get dressed. I put on all of my clothes, slung my
camera around my neck and went over to see what was doing
with the prisoners. Underwood had finished with them, and
DeFazio was ' guarding them. He asked me to guard them
while he got dressed.
(Contnued on next page)

(Continued from page 1)

The two claimed: to be civilians fleeing from Seoul. They
were scared to death and kept looking at me, pleading with
their eyes and hands. They said they were leaving Seoul
because they were afraid of the coming battle. I judged they
were around thirty years old and were middle class clerks or
business men.
Houghton was already in radio contact with the Marines
back on the other side, so I herded the two prisoners along the
beach till I got closer and heard
Houghton, saying: "The ,
Marines have landed." As soon as he had finished, I asked him
if he, would repeat his spiel for me. He gave me a, startled
look, and then grinned and said: "Oh, what the hell"
I was
holding my weapon in my right hand, covering the two
Korean? I held my microphone in front of Houghton with my
left hand, shielded the little light on my recorder with my left
foot, and all the time I hopped around, balancing myself on
my right foot. I recorded more as Houghton sent men out on
patrol to look over the village and the surrounding area.
Underwood came back with a Marine, and reported that the
area seemed clear.
At that, Houghton radioed back to the waiting amtracs. to
come over, and seconds , later we heard the roar of motors as
the six amtracs clattered down the opposite beach and started
across. They sounded louder than airplanes.
When they were about fifty yards offshore, all hell broke
loose. The Communists had dug in on the large hill that
overlooked the river On the north bank and they poured
mortar, rifle, and machine-gun fire on the amtracs. We hugged
the bank in surprise and fear for a few moments. Then we
climbed up the little embankment and lay down in the tiny
furrows of the cane field. I herded the two prisoners ahead and
had them lie down in front of me where I could keep an eye on
them. I had my little recorder up with me and pressed myself
down tight to the ground. The furrows were only about six
inches deep, but I took full advantage of them.
As I lay there belly down, my face on the prisoners, I
thought what terrific sound effects this would make, and I
turned the recorder on. The bullets whizzed by overhead.
Then, one of the amtracs opened up on the hill, and we · were
right in a crossfire. At that moment I began to feel really
scared. I wondered if I would get hit. I thought of all the
difference it would make if a bullet hit me-whether it killed
me, or just wounded me. I repeated a couple of times, "Please
don’t " let anything happen to me!" and then the shocker came.
The amtracs turned back. After they had begun receiving
heavy fire, they first turned and began going downstream parallel to the beach, and now they started back.
As soon as the North Koreans ' saw the amtracs turn back,
they began yelling "Mnnsei!” meaning: "Hurrah, we stopped
them." Then they started a Banzai charge on us. The firing
really got heavy, and although I'm sure that the Commies
couldn't see us through the thick cane, they poured a heck of a
lot of lead into our area. As they came charging forward, their
voices became louder and louder.

Finally, Houghton said: 'Well, fellows, I'm afraid we'll have
to make a go of it.’ We retreated back down over the bank, and
he gave orders to strip for the swim. One of the prisoners tried
to jump one of the Marines, and another Marine shot him..., I
had turned over custody of the prisoners as I lowered my tape
recorder down the embankment. The other prisoner was shot
too.
I hated to leave my recorder but I couldn’t take it with me,
so I quickly tucked it in at the base of the bank, and dashed
down the beach with the Marines.
We put around thirty yards behind us and dove into the
water I could hear the shouts of the advancing Reds as they
crashed through the fields, yanked my shoes off in the water
though I hated to leave them behind, because the Lord knows
size 14 is very hard to get. I slipped off my weapon and ammo
belt, and lowered them into the water too.
I did everything to avoid making a splash. With a slow
breaststroke, I swan straight out, letting the current carry me
downstream at the same time.
The Marines had stripped naked for the swim, but I still had
my clothing on because I had my notes in my pockets, as well
as the recording tapes of the mission. I didn't look back, but
when I was about twenty yards out from shore, the Reds must
have broken through to the beach, because they started to pour
fire into the river. I heard the sound of bullets hitting the water,
and all around me little, geysers rose up as the bullets struck.
At first, I was just mad because I was so helpless, but suddenly
I really realized the predicament I was in. I started thinking
about how easy it would be to die. l knew my body would be
carried downstream and perhaps never recovered. I thought of
how far I was from Philadelphia, and tried to think if I had
ever been in trouble like this before.
(Continued on Page 4)
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1st Recon
Crossing

The Confederate States Marine Corps (CSMC) was
established by an act of the Confederate Congress 16 Mar.
1861. Corps strength was authorized at 46 officers and 944
enlisted men but actual enrollment never came close to that
number. (A figure for 30 Oct. 1864 lists only 539 officers and
men.) Though the officers were mostly former U.S. Marine
officers, the head of the corps, Commandant-Col. Lloyd J.
Beall, was a former U.S. Army paymaster with no Marine
experience

Notice that the roster penned by Sergeant
Hanson (now Sergeant Major Hanson, USMC
Ret.) on 19 Sept 1950 includes a second U.
S. Navy officer, Lieutenant H. Underwood,
who accompanied the 1st Recon patrol to
act as interpreter.
HU

The CSMC was modeled after the U.S. Marine Corps, but
there were some differences: the Confederates organized
themselves into permanent companies, replaced the fife with
the light infantry bugle, and wore uniforms similar to those of
British marines. Ashore they provided guard detachments for
Confederate naval stations at Mobile, Savannah, Charleston,
Charlotte, Richmond, and Wilmington and manned naval shore
batteries at Pensacola, Hilton Head, Fort Fisher, and Drewrys
Bluff. Seagoing detachments served aboard the various
warships and even on commerce destroyers.
Confederate marines saw their first naval action aboard the
CSS Virginia (Merrimack) off Hampton Roads, Va., 8-9 Mar.
1862, and near wars end were part of the naval brigade that
fought
at
Sayler's
Creek,
Va.
Despite desertions and even near-mutinies, most marines
served well and deserved Navy Sec. Stepehen R. Mallory's
praise for their "promptness and efficiency." The corps
weakness was due largely to internal squabbles over rank,
shore duty, and administrative assignments. And, with no funds
for bounties, the corps could not easily enlist
recruits. Until
1864 the monthly pay of enlisted men was $3 less than that of
equivalent army grades. Only late in the war were the marines
allowed to draw from army conscripts to augment their ranks.
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(Continued from page 2)

As I was praying I wouldn’t get hit, all of a sudden I felt a
tremendous blow on my side, and a huge wall of water rose
about twenty feet from me. A man called out that he had been
hit, and then another one shouted:
“Mortars!"
I swam twice as hard as before, and the shock began to
wear off. More splashes came as more mortar shells and rifle
bullets kept splattering into the water. I forced myself to turn
and look for a second and saw winks of flame from the shore.
When we were about two hundred yards out from the
beach , the firing ceased abruptly and we continued in deadly
silence. About halfway across my clothing began to weigh me
down and I was tiring badly. I flipped over onto my back, but
I couldn’t make any headway. My strength began giving out
and I realized that I would have to jettison some of my clothes.
In spite of my notes and recording tapes, I unbuttoned my
blouse, slipped off and let it go downstream. After that I was
able to swim much more easily.
I saw some dark shapes in the water about twenty-five
yards upstream and figured that they were our amtracs, so I
yelled at them for help and said that we were Marines – but no
answer. We later found out that they were grounded, I was
beginning to think I wouldn’t have enough strength to make
shore. When my feet started dragging in soft mud. I tried to
come out of the water, sank into mud up to my waist, It was
sticky, grasping stuff, almost like quicksand, I managed to
extricate myself, and then I pulled myself up onto the beach
with my hands, lying prone and spreading my ars and legs to
cover as much area as they could. They barely kept me from
sinking into the mud.
We gathered there. Several of the men had been hit hard
while in the water, and one didn’t make it back to shore. I still
had my underclothes and my pants on as well as my thick
woolen socks, which proved invaluable in the next hour.
I offered to go for help; and Houghton – who had been hit
by a mortar burst – sent Sgt. Pete Bland along with me. We
got across the mud by dragging ourselves on hands and knees.
When we finally reached the cane fields around twenty yards
from the water, the painful job began.
Sharp sticks dug into my feet even through double-soled
socks and I don’t know how Bland with his feet bare was able
to stand it. – In the bright moonlight it was easy to navigate,
and after an extremely long period we burst into the clear on
the road and started walking down toward our front lines.

God Bless “Unknown”

My memory of time after we…………
…………hazy,
but I think that the return swim took about an hour and a half,
and that the trip through the brush took about half an hour or
more.
The hills were full of snipers, and we were scared of getting shot by one while we worked our way along the road, but
when we got near our own lines. I began to worry even more
about getting shot by some trigger happy Marine. We passed
some landmarks we recognized, and then we came to a little
rise and bend in the road I remembered. I was sure that some
of our amtracs were parked around the bend, so we hopped
into a ditch on the side of the road and I called “Hey, you
guys, we’re Americans over here! Let us come by.”
The Marines called for the password, and I yelled “Beer.”
They replied “Barrel”, and ordered us to come up the middle
of the road with our hands up. We stepped into the road, raised
our hands, and walked over the rise into one of the sweetest
sights in the world – Americans, even though they were
pointing guns at us.
The men dug up some clothes for Blande, and we jumped
into a jeep and drove back to the Command Post at Kimpo.
We caused quite a stir. The Marine commander looked at me
as if I were a ghost. He called his staff and after thy had shot a
lot of questions at me, he ordered the artily to start laying a
barrage down on the hill where all the enemy fire lad come
from. That barrage kept up all through the night. It think it
was about midnight when we reported to him, so the barrage
lasted for about six hours, and a dawn the Marine planes came
over and gave the area a thorough pasting.
I offered to lead a party back to get the other members of
the patrol. They gave me a couple of small bottles of brandy,
bundled me in two blankets, and I went back out with the Navy Corpsmen and some Marines. The moon had moved on by
this time, and as we had to go without any lights, it wasn’t
finding our way. We finally made it down to the road along
the river, and there we met an amtrac, carrying our boys back.
The tractor had freed itself from the mud, and all of the boys
had climbed on it.
The next day the Marines crossed the Han River in force,
and began their battle into Seoul. I didn’t go with them.
The after-effects f my swim for life were three: several
Admirals questioned me at length; I got a fine welcome back
in Tokyo; and I had the devil’s own job rounding up another
pair of size 14 shoes.
(He also received a Bronze Star)
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1 - 1/2 Lb. (24 oz) of lean ground beef (80/20)
2 Tbsp. butter
1 cup chopped onion
3 Tbsp. flour
2 Tbsp. granulated garlic (or garlic powder)
4 Tbsp soy sauce
1 Tbsp. Worcestershire sauce
2 cups milk
Salt and pepper to taste
Brown meat, drain. Back to the pan, add butter and stir. Add
chopped onions and cook until they are translucent. Add
flour, stir and cook for two to three minutes.
Add garlic, soy sauce, Worcestershire sauce and mix
thoroughly.
Add milk and stir until it thickens.
Serve over toast, biscuits, eggs and have some Tabasco
handy!

This device is the oldest military
insignia in continuous use in the
United
States . It first appeared as shown on Marine Corps buttons adopted in 1804.
With the stars changed to five points, the
device has continued on Marine Corps
buttons to the present day .

Submitted by: GySgt Joe Shirghio, USMC (Ret)
Copied from Cooks.com
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The not quite so ‘New Breed” are not unfamiliar with this
marine battle cry of the forties and fifties.
First adopted by the 1942 commander of the Second
Raider Battalion, Lieutenant Colonel Evans Carlson, a
veteran “China Marine”, it survived until the late fifties as
the “OoRah!” of the Corps. The term “gun-gee” was used to
describe marines who had been gifted with a liberal dose of
Esprit de Corps.
The term is seldom heard by the present generation of
marines but they are recipients of the gung-ho spirit from the
moment their feet meet the yellow footprints.
The background symbol is the
Japanese rendition of
working together in “Sumi-e” black ink printing.
Thanks to R. R. Keene of Leatherneck Magazine for this insight

In May of 1984, after the 73-year-old president
received the letter, he replied in quintessential
Reaganesque style:
Dear General Kelly,
I regret that I must decline the attached invitation to enlist
in the United States Marine Corps. As proud as I am of the
inference concerning my physical fitness, it might be better to
continue as the Commander-in-Chief. Besides, at the present
time it would be rather difficult to spend ten weeks at Parris
Island.
The recruiter notes that “had (I) joined six months ago, I
would have a whole new life now.” There is no doubt about
that.
As much as the other political party would appreciate the
notion, Nancy is happy with the house and I am totally satisfied with my job. As for the immediate future, I have the kind
of tenacity the Corps is famous for in my resolve to stay here
for the next four years. Would you consider a deferment until
1989?
On a more serious note, P. X., I’m sure my invitation came
as the result of a lance corporal’s overactive imagination.
Nevertheless, please let him know that he honored me in believing that I have what it takes to become a United States
Marine.

H. Campbell photo – 1956

If you look closely at this photograph (inset) you will see
1st Recon’s Gunny John R. Massaro. The photo was
taken either at the pier at Treasure Island, CA or when
we docked at Bremerton, WA in January of 1956 during
operation COWLEX.......don’t remember where, but....do
remember the sunken craft at the pier. Some poor squid
had a really bad day.
HU

Semper Fidelis,
Ronald Reagan

I don’t want a teen-age queen, honey
President Reagan may not have had what it
takes to be a U.S. Marine at the age of 73, but
I’m sure he got a few laughs out of the Corps
with his response.

I don’t want a teen-age queen, babe !
I don’t want a teen-age queen,
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All I want’s my M-14,

By RUSSELL BRINES
SEOUL WARFRONT, Korea Sept. 20, 1950 -(AP)A daring 14 man scouting party swam the Han
river last night and escaped under fire from
entrenched North Koreans
The story was told today by US. Navy Ensign
Judah (Jack)
Siegel of Philadelphia, a navy
combat radioman.
Siegel volunteered for the patrol that swam the
50-yard wide river eight miles northeast of Seoul
under a quarter moon around 10 pm.
The patrol returned with two wounded after a
harrowing, dangerous swim through heavy
machinegun, rifle and mortar fire loosed when 200
Reds discovered them.
Siegel said: ‘I bank.
The men plodded for a mile carrying heavy
rubber rafts and a minimum of equipment, ready
to swim the river and explore the north bank.
Siegel was able to make the trip only after convincing a general that he was an expert swimmer.
“It took us about 45 minutes to swim across the
river against the heavy current,” Siegel said.
‘When we were about 20 yards off the north shore
we saw a couple of people on the horizon. TSgt.
Ernest Defacio of Athol, Mass. And Cpl. James E.
Anderson of honolulu swam ahead and captured
them.’
Siegel said ‘they turned out to be Korean
civilians who said they were coming from Seoul
because they thought there would be fighting in
Seoul.’
Soon a group of amphibious tractors began
crossing the river from the south bank in advance
of the main Marine crossing.
‘When they were about 20 yards off the North
Koreans opened up with heavy machinegun and
rifle fire.” Siegel went on. “The tractors turned
back. The Koreans yelled banzai and turned the
fire on us.
Siegel said the Red fire got hotter against the
handful of Americans hugging the river bank.
Then, he said, Capt. Houghton ordered the party
to return across the Han to the south bank.
As the men slipped into the warm water, most
of them naked, Red fire followed.

“you could see the slashes all around you
from the machineguns and rifles,” Siegel said.
“They opened up with mortars and one shell fell
about 20 feet from the men.
“I kept swimming until I reached the current,
then drifted down stream with it. I was scared –
plenty scared.
“I had to leave my recorder and most of my
clothes,
including my size 14 shoes which are
hard to get, but saved my camera.”
The Ensign reached the south bank and
wallowed in knee deep mud. With Sgt. Pete Bland
of Uvalde, Tex. Who was also naked, he beat his
way through the sharp, clutching sugar cane
brush until the air sighted a pair of amphibious
tractors.
“Don’t shoot! don’t
shoot.” they shouted,
“we’re Americans”.
“What’s the password?”
The ensign and sergeant gave it.
“Okay, come on.’
Tired and still shaking, Siegel went to the marine command post and reported the incident.
Then he headed back to the river bank to pick up
the remainder of the party, including two men
wounded by mortar fire.
Then aircraft and artillery roared in on the
Communist
positions and the “place was
pounded to bits.” Siegel said.
The first wave of hundreds of Marines loaded on
amphibious tractors swarmed across the river.
“The last I heard they were advancing down
the line and they might be in Seoul today,” Siegel
concluded.
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When a young woman starts thinking of falling in love and
getting married, many thoughts come to mind as she
visualizes the "perfect man, perfect wedding and the perfect
life." Like most young girls, I too dreamed of the qualities
that my Prince Charming should definitely possess. With
those dreams came my vision of an engagement ring,
wedding, the little cottage with the picket fence, and of
course the pack of children that would greet Dad at the door
as he came home from work at a very lucrative job.
My family was affected by the draft so I never really paid
much attention to any branch of the service other than the
Army. In fact, when I saw those USMC recruiters in their
dress blues coming in and out of the recruiting station on my
corner, I used to think how pompous and stuck up they all
looked in those flashy, highly decorated uniforms.
Imagine how surprised I was when the man of my
dreams was a newly discharged Marine. As we planned for
our big day, the time came for us to choose our wedding
bands. As tradition would have it, we tried to pick just the
right message to have engraved inside, meanwhile the
wedding plans continued.
Never did my vision of the future, ever include dress
blues, base housing, frequent moves, unaccompanied
deployments, the miles away from family and friends,
sewing on of chevrons, or the long hours spent ironing
Utilities or the precision creases in UDs. Yet, as fate had it,
that is exactly what my future held for me. I would have bet
money on the fact that it never would have happened in my
lifetime. Needless to say, when MY Prince Charming put me
on his white horse in Buffalo, NY, they didn't stop galloping
until I was clear across the country at MCRD San Diego,
California, and by then, baby number one was in the saddle
too.
Being the good Marine Corps wife that I endeavored to
be, I came to understand, appreciate, and admire the tradition
behind the uniform in spite of my initial negative impression.
A big surprise came when I also learned of the Marine Corps

It could mean the water barrel carried on ships in days of
yore.......it contained the day’s ration of water.............or it
might possibly refer to the wonderful cooling machine that
we so artfully removed neath the sleeping noses of
neighboring MP Company when ours crapped out one
sweltering day at 15-B9. (Reinstalling our unworkable cooler in their barracks as they snored was an act of mercy because, after all, they could get it repaired.
But.........most of us remember “scuttlebutt” as a reference
to the unofficial, spurious, and often erroneous information
that fell off the grapevine onto our ears.....rumors..
Scuttlebut was often based upon fact, although it was very
difficult to sort out since it usually came in several versions
and often from multiple sources.....guess it still does.
motto: Semper Fidelis. With those words, the dawn opened
up, and I knew I had heard those words before. Then it came to
me, prior to our marriage, when my husband suggested that the
Latin form of "always faithful" would be the perfect engraving
in our wedding bands, naive little me thought it was sooo
romantic, and appropriate. Guess what had been selected as the
engraving on those rings of gold? You guessed it, there on my
finger, in MY WEDDING BAND, were the words, "Semper
Fidelis!!"
Today, I wonder just what did that mean? Did the Marine
Corps motto signify that my husband was, and always will be
faithful to that elite brotherhood? Or, did it signify that he and I
would always be faithful to each other? I don't think I will ever
truly know the answer to that question, but as I see it, does it
really matter? In either situation, NO meaning could be MORE
appropriate or more honorable in withstanding the tests of
time, and in the development of pride and honor. The Corps
has been my life for many years and as such, I laugh about the
trusting innocence of a young girl, and I cherish the memories
and experiences of the dependent spouse. The only thing I still
haven't figured out yet is who I married? Does the inscription
mean that I married the prince, or did it mean that I married the
United States Marine Corps? You decide.
Semper Fi!
- Anonymous -

BODFISH FOREVER
WE LOVE THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
WE ARE UNIQUE IN OUR INFORMALITY
WE RESPECT EACH OTHER
WE TAKE PRIDE IN TRADITION
WE SUPPORT OUR MILITARY PERSONNEL
WE HONOR AND REMEMBER OUR VETERANS
WE ARE SO PROUD TO BE MARINES
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Lonesome HU
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JEFF PENLAND (Buzz’s son)

HAY

HAY

CAMPBELL

Answer from previous issue

The slide from an M9 pistol
(Everybody’s favorite.....right ??
Ray Anderton

“J.J. Evers)

Taylor

Axberg?

Thanks to Sgt. John Camara for sharing

Tell us who
This is

By Bob Forsee

E. M. Penland Photo—1955

After returning from the missile crisis, we were stationed at
camp San Mateo, Camp Pendleton, CA. Liberty cards were
still a must. Some thought the fire breaks were for fire and not
travel, but we found them very useful for unauthorized entry.

The likely scenario here is that ‘The Hobo” is
plotting some outlandish prank or activity to inflict
upon the unwary inhabitants of 15-B-9. God rest
J.J as he presently plots from his upper bunk which
Lou Mayers has surely saved for him.

While returning one night, we drove to the gate just south
of Mateo and north of the border check point, where we
entered the base on a fire break ... in my '56 Ford. After a
short ride, we once again put one over on the liberty card
thing ... well, ALMOST. In my rearview mirror, we saw those
sex lights flashing. I stopped the car on one giant dust hill to
see the Border Patrol with guns drawn and speaking to me in
Spanish saying something about "illegal entry" into the U.S.
As you might imagine, it was a learning experience
explaining to base security how grunts had made them look
bad in the eyes of all concerned. Ah, just another day in the
Corps!
Semper Fi
(Shamelessly pilfered from Oo-Rah.com )
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agency, Pizza Hut, Mariott Hotels, Buca di Beppo, Jack Daniels Distillery, Café del Sol, the distillers of American
Military Brandy, Toys-R-Us, Victoria’s Secret, Nabisco Fish Crackers, Pepperidge Farms, the Pepsi-Cola Company,
Gaylord Opryland Hotel, Bubba O’Malley’s Wild Irish Inn ‘ Boudro’s Texas Bistro, Mickey Finn MCL , the
Officers Club at MCB Quantico , The Old Spaghetti Factory of Portland Oregon ,The Charleston Club at Charleston Air Force Base, Charleston SC. Or the Bay View Restaurant, MCRD San Diego.
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